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a gallon and a half of Scotch Whiskey a day... every day... seven days a week until he was bro
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Welcome to the short version of the life of a friend of Bill W.

When dealing with the intoxic

He countered the white man always ready to take pride in and brag about how his ancestors arri

What has Will Rogers to do with this subject? Well, for a teetotaler who has been dead since 1
A few days ago the computerman unexpectedly encountered some former colleagues and friends of

Just before getting out of hearing range, an alcohol and drug counselor was heard explaining t
"Really?"
"Yep, and you would have been better off asking him if he drinks."
"Why?"
"His answer would have been, not since the invention of the funnel."
"So, you know him pretty well.

Does he have a problem?"

"No. No problem. And, he will tell you he stopped practicing in 1968 when he found Chevas Rega
"Okay. So, he no longer drinks? Or, does he?"

At this point the conversation was lost, so let us hear it straight from the horse’s mouth - u

There being no legal booze in the state, the computer man lived next door to a bootlegger as a

Then came a war in a far away land called Vietnam, and the child - now a young man with a wife

There were, of course, too many reasons to count. But then any friend of Bill’s knows any excu
At the height of his addiction, he drank a gallon and a half of Scotch Whiskey a day... every

His liver? Oh, God is good. It still works. And, although he would drink nothing for years, he

He does not however, recommend it to anyone. AA is right in their stance that alcoholism and a

Susan Yarrawonga sums it all up on "Yahoo! Answers" in her answer to the question, "Is it poss

She said, "There are practicing alcoholics and non-practicing alcoholics. A non-practicing alc
There is a saying that for an alcoholic one drink is too many and 100 is not enough.

Most alcoholics who try to drink socially or only at weekends fail miserably. With supreme and
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